From: RMH
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 10:18 AM
To: NWS.communications.office@noaa.gov
Cc: neil.jacobs@noaa.gov
Subject: Lack of trust...

NOAA -

As a Florida resident and a avid believer in NOAA I would like for you or someone to explain to me how we are supposed to take your forecasts as a serious measure when planning on storms.

Recently NOAA has taken the position supporting President Trump and his recent lie among many relating to Dorian. To see NOAA take a political stance when explaining there findings is very disrespectful of those consumers who rely on your work.

It is further embarassing that Dr. Neil Jacobs would make the work or NOAA a political position... NOAA has a huge storm brewing and that is how to secure the trust of the American people again after this.

Robert M Hale